REPORT RECEIVED
By phone: 720.531.0340
OR
Website: safesport.org/reportaconcern

REPORTING AND INTAKE

1. Assign a trained investigator.
2. Conducts interviews, gathers all relevant information and evidence.
3. Prepares formal investigation report for Director’s Decision.

INVESTIGATION

1. Is the alleged misconduct covered under the SafeSport Code? AND
2. Was the alleged misconduct committed by a participant within the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Movements?

YES

Alleged Sexual Misconduct
Center has exclusive jurisdiction, will address and resolve.

Alleged Emotional and Physical Misconduct
Center has discretionary jurisdiction, may address or may refer to relevant NGB for resolution.

NO

Center does not have jurisdiction, makes necessary referrals.

REVIEWED FOR FORMAL RESOLUTION

ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSURE: Insufficient information to move forward

INFORMAL RESOLUTION

INVESTIGATOR’S REPORT

NOTICE OF DECISION

If a sanction is assigned, the Respondent may request arbitration.

CENTER ISSUES A DECISION AS TO WHETHER A VIOLATION OF THE SAFESPORT CODE OCCURRED, AND IF SO, Assigns a sanction.

DECISION IS FINAL

This chart is a simplified view of the Center’s Response and Resolution Process, please refer to the full policies and SafeSport Code of Conduct at safesport.org/policies-procedures